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It was the night of the lunar eclipse in February 1486. The people of Nabadwip, a centre of learning, on the banks of the Ganga, had gathered at the sacred river for the ritual bath. As the chants of "Hari" filled the air, a child was born in the house of Jagannath Mishra.

Jagannath Mishra was a great scholar. He lived at Nabadwip with Shachi Devi, his wife and Vishwaroop, his only surviving son.

We have lost eight children after Vishwaroop. O God, allow us to keep this one.
WHEN HE ENTERED-
WHAT A FAIR CHILD! WHAT
SHALL WE NAME HIM?

LET US CALL
HIM NIMAI-
THAT SHOULD
WARD JFF
THE EVl
EYE.

WHEN SHACHI DEVI'S FATHER,
NILAMBAR CHAKRAVARTY, WHO WAS
A RENOWNED ASTROLOGER, CAME TO
SEE HIS GRANDSON-
THIS CHILD IS DIVINE!
COME, WE WILL TEST
HIS APTITUDE.

A NUMBER OF ARTICLES WERE PLACED
BEFORE HIM.
SEE! IT IS THE HOLY BHAGAWAT,
THAT HE REACHES OUT FOR.

NILAMBAR WAS ELATED.
HE IS REBORN TO
REVIVE THE SPIRIT OF
DEVOTION IN THE
WORLD. HE SHALL BE
NAMED VISHWAMBHARA.

* OF BITTER TASTE.
WHEN NIMAI BEGAN TO CRAWL, HE OFTEN WANDERED OUT INTO THE COURTYARD. ONE DAY—

MOTHER... MOTHER... QUICK! NIMAI... A SNAKE!

AS SHACHI DEVI RUSHED TO HER BABY...

THE SERPENT SLID AWAY.

THE WORD "HARI"* HAD A MIRACULOUS EFFECT ON THE INFANT NIMAI. WHENEVER IT WAS UTTERED, HE WOULD LEAVE WHATEVER HE WAS DOING AND DANCE FOR JOY.

AFTER THIS, SHACHI DEVI WAS CAREFUL NOT TO LET HIM OUT OF HER SIGHT.

* ANOTHER NAME FOR VISHNU. * SAY HARI.
ONE DAY, MISHRA BROUGHT HOME A DEVOUT PILGRIM. AT LUNCH, WHEN THE GUEST BEGAN TO MAKE THE INVOCATORY OFFER OF FOOD TO VISHNU...

...NIMAI BEGAN TO EAT IT.

SHACHI! TAKE THIS LITTLE DEVIL AWAY.
Since left-overs should not be offered to a deity, the Brahman had to cook afresh. But, once again, Nimal began to eat it before the invocatory offer was completed.

When it happened for the third time, however —

I will teach you to stop this mischief.

Please control your anger. He is just an infant.
SEVERAL DAYS LATER, HIRANYA AND JAGADISHA, TWO DEVOTEES OF VISHNU, WERE COOKING FOOD TO OFFER TO HIM.

A LITTLE DISTANCE AWAY IN JAGANNATH MISHRA'S HOUSE -

WHY IS HE CRYING? WHAT DOES HE WANT?

I DON'T KNOW. I'M TRYING TO FIND OUT.

WHY IS HE CRYING? WHAT DOES HE WANT?

I DON'T KNOW. I'M TRYING TO FIND OUT.

UH...UH...

HIRANYA UH... AND...

UH... JAGDISH...

BY THEN ALL THE NEIGHBOURS HAD COLLECTED OUTSIDE MISHRA'S HOUSE.

THey are making sweets for Lord Vishnu! I want to eat them.

IMPOSSIBLE!

I'LL GO AND SEE IF THEY REALLY ARE MAKING SWEETS.
HE RUSHED TO THE HOUSE OF THE DEVOTEES.

NIMAI IS CRYING FOR THE SWEETS YOU ARE MAKING.

HIRANYA WAS ASTONISHED BUT NOT JAGDISHA.
WHAT DO YOU MEAN? HOW DID HE KNOW?
HE IS NO ORDINARY CHILD. LET US GO TO HIM.

THEY CARRIED THE OFFERINGS ALONG WITH THEM.
HERE, NIMAI, COME! THIS IS FOR YOU.
As Nimai grew up, his childish pranks increased. He was the leader of the boys of his age.

HELP!
HELP!

Curse that devil.
WILL YOU ALSO GIVE UP THE WORLD LIKE VISHWARIOOP? NO! I WILL NEVER ALLOW IT TO HAPPEN.

*ELDER BROTHER.*
WITH TIME TO SPARE, NIMAI WENT BACK TO HIS PRACTICAL JOKES. CAMOUFLAGED IN RUGS, HE AND HIS FRIENDS WOULD RAID THE ORCHARDS.

THE BULLS SEEM TO HAVE GOT IN AGAIN.

NIMAI HAD HOPED THAT COMPLAINTS FROM NEIGHBOURS WOULD MAKE HIS FATHER SEND HIM TO SCHOOL. SINCE THIS DID NOT HAPPEN, HE BEGAN TO PLAY MORE TRICKS.

O NIMAI, COME HERE. SEE HOW DIRTY YOU ARE.

I AM AN UNREAD FOOL. WHAT DO I KNOW OF DIRT OR CLEANLINESS?
Shachi Devi understood what he was driving at. She went to Jagannath Mishra.

If we are to save Nimai, we must send him to school immediately. If you insist, I'll take him to school.

Nimai was a brilliant student and soon mastered all there was to learn in grammar, rhetoric and philosophy.

We'd better not enter into any argument with him.

Suddenly one day, Jagannath Mishra died. Nimai was ten years old.

Who will take care of me now?

I will, mother!! Please don't cry.

Shachi Devi now devoted herself to the service of her son. Nimai worked hard, completed his studies before he was eighteen and started his career as a teacher.
His scholarship soon brought him honours and the title, Vidyasagar. But he became vain and loved to show off. He would taunt scholars much older than he.

There is Nimai, coming this way.

Let us avoid that callow youth.

He was quick of temper. One day—

Mother, get me the sandal paste and the garland.

Wait a little, son, I have been busy. I'll get them now.

You know that I need them every day after my bath, and you forgot.

I shall put an end to everything.

Nimai! I shall be more careful now. Please... are you all right?
HE WAS GENEROUS BY NATURE. ONE DAY, WHILE CROSSING THE GANGA WITH HIS SCHOOL-MATE, RAGHUNATH—

RAGHU, LISTEN TO THIS. MY COMMENTARY ON NYAYA SHASTRA... WHAT'S THE MATTER? WHY ARE YOU CRYING?

NIMAI, I TOO HAVE WRITTEN A TREATISE ON THE SUBJECT. BUT NOW NO ONE WILL READ IT.

DOES THAT-bother you?

OH, NIMAI WHAT ARE YOU DOING?

NIMAI THREW HIS TREATISE INTO THE GANGA.

ONE DAY, NIMAI SAW LAKSHMIPRIYA, THE DAUGHTER OF VALLABHACHARYA, ON THE GHATS OF THE GANGA.

WHAT A CHARMING GIRL!

FORTUNATE IS THE GIRL WHO WILL HAVE HIM FOR A HUSBAND.
AM KESHAV KASHMIRI. I HAVE COME HERE TO CONFRONT AND CHALLENGE THE PANDITS OF NABADWIP.

YOU HAVE HONOURED US GREATLY. PLEASE COMPOSE A HYMN TO THE GANGA HERE AND NOW TO CHEER OUR FLAGGING SPIRITS.

THEIR WEDDING WAS ARRANGED SOON AFTER.

NIMAI WAS NOW A SCHOLAR OF REPUTE. ONE DAY, HE WAS HOLDING HIS CLASS BY THE GANGA, WHEN A PALANQUIN STOPPED BEFORE HIM.

I AM KESHAV KASHMIRI. I HAVE COME HERE TO CONFRONT AND CHALLENGE THE PANDITS OF NABADWIP.

KESHAV AGREED. HE COMPOSED THE HYMN IN NO TIME AND RECITED IT. NIMAI HEARD HIM OUT PATIENTLY. THEN-

HE POINTED OUT, LINE BY LINE, WORD BY WORD, ALL ITS DEFECTS. KESHAV WAS STUNNED.

IF YOU PERMIT ME, I HAVE A FEW COMMENTS TO MAKE.

MY GOD! WHAT A MEMORY! LET ME GO AND SAVE WHAT IS STILL LEFT OF MY REPUTATION.

I AM SORRY IF I HAVE DISTURBED YOU. I DID NOT MEAN TO.
WITH THE DEFEAT OF KESHAV KASHMIRI, NIMAI'S FAME AS A SCHOLAR SPREAD. HE WENT EASTWARD ON A TOUR. ON HIS RETURN—

WHERE IS LAKSHMI-PRIYA?

OH! NIMAI! YOUR WIFE IS DEAD. SHE WAS BITTEN BY A SNAKE.

SOME MONTHS LATER, ON THE INSISTENCE OF SHACHI DEVI, NIMAI MARRIED AGAIN. VISHNUPRIYA, DAUGHTER OF PANDIT SANATAN, WAS THE BRIDE.

OUR NIMAI IS LUCKY. THE BRIDE IS AS BEAUTIFUL AS LAKSHMI.

SEVERAL YEARS PASSED HAPPILY. NIMAI DECIDED TO GO TO GAYA TO OFFER PINDAS TO HIS FOREFATHERS.

WE ARE ABOUT TO LEAVE, MOTHER. PLEASE TAKE CARE OF YOURSELF WHILE I AM AWAY.

MAY GOD PROTECT YOU, MY SON. COME BACK SOON.

* SACRAMENTAL OFFERING TO FOREFATHERS.
WHEN NIMAI STOOD BEFORE THE SACRED FOOTPRINT OF VISHNU AT GAYA, HE WAS OVERCOME BY EMOTION.

SO YOUNG AND YET SO DEVOUT. WHO COULD THIS HANDSOME YOUTH BE?

HOW BLESSED I AM.

THE MAN WHO HAD NOTICED THE DEVOTION OF NIMAI WAS ISHWARPURI, A DEVOTE OF KRISHNA AND A WELL-KNOWN SAINT OF THOSE DAYS.

THAT IS NIMAI, A YOUNG SCHOLAR FROM NABADWIP.

LATER WHEN THE TWO MET—

MY LORD, ISHWARPURI, I AM FORTUNATE INDEED TO MEET YOU! PLEASE INITIATE ME.
In a secluded spot, Ishwarpuri uttered the chant in Nimai’s ear.

Nimai returned home, a different man.
Whatever has happened to him?
None of the old conceit.

There, he is off again.
Krishna! Krishna!
We are just wasting our time coming here.
Nimai closed the school and spent his time holding kirtans on Krishna. A neighbour, Shrivas Pandit, often joined him.

Hare Krishna, Hare Krishna, Krishna Krishna Hare Hare!

Many spiritual and religious leaders who came to visit Nimai, marvelled at his piety. Advaitacharya, the leader of the Vaishnavites accepted him as Vishnu Incarnate.

I surrender myself to you.

*Religious discourses, during which devotional songs are sung.*
Came Nityananda from the South.

My Lord! You beckoned, I came.

Why were you so long in coming, Nitai?

Pardon me, Nitai. I will never part from you.
At that time there lived in Nabadvip two notorious brahman brothers—Jagai and Madhai.

Fully intoxicated, they staggered out into the street. Madhai flung his wine cup at Nitai.

There! That should silence you forever.

Hare Krishna... Hare Krishna...

They're at it again. Let's stop them.

Hare Krishna... Hare Krishna...

Krisna Krisna Hare Hare...
A FEW DISCIPLES IMMEDIATELY RAN TO NIMAI AND COMPLAINED. NIMAI WAS ENRAGED.

NITAI, I WILL PUNISH THE EVIL-DOERS.

PARDON THEM, MY LORD! SUCH MEN NEED YOUR COMPASSION.

WITH OUTSTRETCHED ARMS, NIMAI MOVED TOWARDS MADHAI AND JAGAI.

COME, MY FRIEND. THE LORD LIVES IN LOVE.
AFTER NIMAI EMBRACED THE BROTHERS, A CHANGE CAME OVER THEM.

STRANGE - I FEEL NO BITTERNESS. WHY? HOW?

THEY BECAME HIS ARDENT DISCIPLES.

HARE KRISHNA, HARE KRISHNA...

LOOK! ISN'T THAT MADHAI? AND THERE'S JAGAI! WHAT A TRANSFORMATION.

WITH THE CONVERSION OF JAGAI AND MADHAI, NAGAR KIRTANS GAINED FRESH MOMENTUM. BUT KAZI BARBAHAK, THE MUSLIM ADMINISTRATOR OF NABADWIP, ISSUED A PROCLAMATION.

ALL RELIGIOUS PROCESSIONS AND PUBLIC SINGING ARE PROHIBITED HENCEFORTH.

NIMAI DEFIED THE ORDER.

HARE KRISHNA, HARE KRISHNA.. KRISHNA KRISHNA HARE HARE.

STOP THAT! HAVE YOU NOT HEARD THE KAZI'S ORDER?

* KIRTANS HELD ON THE STREETS.
WITH NEARLY ALL THE PEOPLE OF THE TOWN FOLLOWING HIM, HE REACHED THE KAZI'S PLACE.

HARE KRISHNA...
HARE KRISHNA...

THE KAZI HEARD THE COMMOTION AND LOOKED OUT OF THE WINDOW. THE NUMBERS FRIGHTENED HIM.

I'JD BETTER HIDE MYSELF AND SAVE MY LIFE.

BUT NIMAI REASSURED HIM.

COME OUT MY FRIEND; WE WILL NOT HARM YOU. THE LORD LIVES IN LOVE.
At last, the Kazi gathered enough courage to meet Nimai.

What you have done is unworthy of a just ruler. I request you to withdraw the order forthwith.

I will! I will!

Later Nimai had discussions with the Kazi on the Koran and the Vedas.

He approached his mother and spoke to her of his intention. Shachi Devi was silent for a moment, her eyes overflowing with tears. Then—

If this be God's will, let it be done.

Nimai had by now converted the entire town of Nabadwip.

It is time I renounced the world and carried my gospel beyond this town.

Next, he went to his wife. She was fast asleep.

Forgive me, dear. I cannot remain a householder any longer.
Nimai was twenty-four years old when he left Nabadwip. He swam across the Ganga... 

...and reached Katwa, a village twenty-four miles west of Nabadwip.

There he sought out Keshav Bharati, who ordained him Sanyasi.

You shall be known as Shri Krishna Chaitanya.

Chaitanya proceeded on foot to Puri.

As he approached the temple of Jagannath, he broke into a run.

My Lord, I have come to thee.
HE MADE HIS WAY TO THE SANCTUM SANCTORUM...

WHO IS THIS FELLOW?

SARVABHAUMA BHATTACHARYA, THE CHIEF PRIEST, WAS MOVED.

SUCH ECSTASY IN ONE SO YOUNG! TAKE HIM TO MY HOUSE.

...AND FELL, UNCONSCIOUS, AT THE FEET OF THE DEITY.

IN SARVABHAUMA'S HOUSE, CHAITANYA WAS NURSED BACK TO CONSCIOUSNESS. AFTER A FEW HOURS—

WHY DON'T YOU READ THE VEDANTA? I CAN GUIDE YOU.

I AM EVER WILLING TO LEARN.
CHAITANYA GAVE NOT ONE, BUT EIGHTEEN INTERPRETATIONS. SARVABHAUMA WAS AMAZED.

IT IS YOU, WHO SHOULD BE TEACHING ME.

CHAITANYA BECAME FAMOUS OVERNIGHT.

HAVE YOU HEARD? SARVABHAUMA BHATTACHARYYA HAS ACCEPTED CHAITANYA AS HIS SUPERIOR.

BUT IT WAS NOT FAME THAT CHAITANYA Sought.

I MUST MOVE ON AND SPREAD MY GOSPEL OF LOVE.

HE WENT SOUTH, VISITING ALL THE PLACES OF PILGRIMAGE RIGHT UPTO KANYAKUMARI.
AFTER TWO YEARS, HE RETURNED TO PURI, BUT SOON SET OUT AGAIN.

MATHURA IS IN RUINS. BRINDAVAN IS NOW A JUNGLE. I MUST REDISCOVER THOSE HOLY PLACES.

AS USUAL, CHAITANYA DEV WENT BAREFOOT. THE BELLOWING OF A COW OR THE SIGHT OF A PEACOCK WOULD AROUSE IN HIM THE THOUGHT OF LORD KRISHNA.

O MY LORD KRISHNA.

FROM BRINDAVAN HE WENT TO PRAYAG AND VARANASI. AT VARANASI, HE STAYED IN THE HOUSE OF ONE CHANDRASEKHAR. ONE DAY-

CHANDRASEKHAR, GO OUT AND BRING IN THE VAISHNAVĀ WHO IS WAITING OUTSIDE.

CHANDRASEKHAR WENT OUT AND RETURNED.

THERE IS NO ONE OUTSIDE EXCEPT A FAHIR.

BRING HIM IN.

RELIGIOUS MENDICANT.

AS SOON AS THE FAHIR ENTERED-

I KNOW YOU. I HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR YOU. YOU ARE THE CHIEF SECRETARY OF THE SULTAN OF BENGAL.
YOU WILL BE THE UPHOLDER OF THE TRUE RELIGION IN THIS COUNTRY. I NAME YOU SANATAN. GO TO BRINDAVAN AND WRITE THE VAISHNAVAVA SHAstra.

BUT ON THE WAY, HE CAUGHT A SKIN DISEASE. PUS Oozed FROM HIS SKIN, WHICH ITCHED MADDENINGLY.

HOW SHALL I MEET THE LORD IN THIS FILTHY STATE? I WILL STAY WITH HARIDAS.

MY LORD! PLEASE DON’T. MY SORES WILL DEFILE YOUR PURE BODY.

SANATAN HELPED TO SPREAD THE GOSPEL OF CHAITANYA DEV IN AND AROUND BRINDAVAN. ONE DAY—

THE LORD WANTS ME. I SHALL SET OUT IMMEDIATELY FOR PURI TO MEET HIM.

HARIDAS WAS A MUSLIM DEVOTEE OF CHAITANYA DEV. HE LIVED IN A HUT AT A DISTANCE FROM THE TEMPLE. CHAITANYA DEV CAME TO THE HUT IN SEARCH OF SANATAN.

SANATAN, COME OUT!

BUT LO! THE MOMENT CHAITANYAReleased SANATAN FROM HIS EMBRACE—

MY SORES HAVE VANISHED! I AM CLEAN AGAIN!
For over eighteen years, Chaitanya Dev stayed at Puri. Towards the end of that period he would often go into trances or forget where he was. One day—

Oh! Here's my Jamuna. I am at Brindavan.

One of his disciples noticed his unusually long absence.

Where is the Lord? I'm worried. Let's go out and look for him.

The first place they went to was the sea-shore.

There—

He was caught in my net. It's strange! But ever since I touched him, I am not myself. Who is he?

Hare Krishna! Hare Krishna!

Where am I?
ONE MORNING IN 1533 A.D., CHAITANYA DEV WAS STANDING AS USUAL BY THE GARUDA PILLAR IN THE TEMPLE OF JAGANNATH. SUDDENLY, HE STARTED RUNNING TOWARDS THE DEITY.

AS HE ENTERED THE SANCTUM SANCTORUM AND OPENED HIS ARMS TO EMBRACE THE LORD, THE DOORS CLOSED MIRACULOUSLY BEHIND HIM.

A LITTLE LATER, THE DOORS OPENED, BUT CHAITANYA DEV WAS NOWHERE TO BE FOUND. HAD HE AT LAST BECOME ONE WITH HIS LORD?

LORD! WHERE ARE YOU?

HOW CAN YOU DESERT US, THUS?
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Chaitanya Mahaprabhu

Vishwambhar or Chaitanya Mahaprabhu as he was later known, was born at a time when a very large area of northern and eastern India had come under Muslim rule. He showed the people a simple path to reach God, which later came to be known as Gaudiya Vaishnavism. Chaitanya not only stemmed the tide of conversion to Islam, but also provided a new life force to Hinduism.

Of the many ways by which devotees can reach Him, Krishna highlights this simple one in the Gita: "Sarvadharman parityajya mamekam sharanam vraja" (Forsaking all dogmas of religion, take refuge in me). This complete surrender to God, known to Vaishnavites as "Prapattivada", leads to Krishna or Rama (both incarnations of Lord Vishnu). To attain complete surrender, Chaitanya emphasised the gopibhava, the method of worship adopted by the damsels (gopis) of Vraja. They loved Krishna deeply, expecting nothing in return. Chaitanya also shunned casteism and preached that all men were equal. "Don’t ask a Vaishnava what his caste is," said the Vaishnavites, “because he who worships Vishnu is His.”

But even while preaching love and brotherhood, Chaitanya taught people not to yield to injustice and untruth. Perhaps the first ever non-cooperation movement (satyagraha, as Gandhiji later called it) was launched by Chaitanya. When the Kazi of Nabadwip forbade the singing of bhajans in the open, Chaitanya ordered peaceful mass singing, leading a peaceful procession of hundreds who sang all the way to the house of the Kazi. So strong was his influence, that the Kazi, it is said, was converted to Hinduism.
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